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The goal of this exercise is to create volumes through the exploration of line journeys. By replacing 
the use of planes with line journeys, a movement is developed that interweaves throughout the 
spaces of the structure.

Process
The process involves the creation of three line journeys that interweave throughout a volume without 
intersecting each other. Each line begins its journey at a single point located on the x axis of the datum. 
They each penetrate all three dimensions; turning at 90 degree angles, and end their journeys at single 
points located on the y axis of the datum.

Point/Line







Painting Analysis











Journey of the eye Sequence of spaces

Zone of transition Area of focus
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Analysis of 
Ephemeral Systems





MovementDensity

Traffic Flow
The Lobby is the link to all circulation throughout the NYIT building. It is the center for most 

activity; making it an ideal study for traffic flow and density.
The Lobby is studied for a number of hours, focusing on 3 time periods throughout the day:
1) The early morning hours, when the movement flows through the front doors passed the 

desk and towards the elevators. At this point , most of the students are packed together in 
front of the elevators.

2) Early afternoon, when most of the traffic is leaving the building; students exit the 
elevators, descend the stairs , and make their way towards the library and out of the 
building.

3) Late afternoon, when most of the students are reentering the building; movement flows 
through the front doors from all directions, and  out of the library as well. Traffic continues 
towards the desk, finally reaching the elevators. At this point, smokers gather in front of 
the building, while others crowd by the desk to show their IDs to the guards.

The 3 time periods are documented onto a 2D plan. Color is applied to represent the corresponding 
time periods. A grid is used to indicate the density and movement throughout the lobby.

9am - 12pm

12pm– 3pm

3pm – 6pm

Early morning

Late afternoon







The model adds another dimension to the study. As more and more people tread on certain areas of 
the lobby, more and more areas became ‘worn.’ The model uses the ‘wear and tear’ aspect of the floor 

to represent how often areas are stepped on throughout the day.

The 3D drawing is built into a 3D model, using foam core to build the lobby, hollow 
plexi glass to represent traffic flow and basswood covered plexi blocks to represent 

the areas of density.







The function of a typical market place is described as a central zone that combines all of the actions that are associated with a 
specific typology, which in most cases involve purchasing items that are needed for the home, such as groceries etc. However, the 
following proposal combines the market place experience with the NYC life-style; creating a center that incorporates many of the
typical daily rituals associated with the urban society.

A New Proposal
“The Urban Market”



Petrosino
Square



Analysis drawings are incorporated into the development of the intervention. The original 
diagrams reveal the current conditions that affect the site. The improved conditions are 
portrayed in the diagrams below.

Pedestrian flow crosses passed the square, using it as a traversing 
space. As a result, almost no action occurs within the site.









Although designated for specific activities, the programs are united by the journey that is 
associated with these functions. The stagnant experience of waiting on line for food becomes a 
fluid motion of browsing through newspapers.

At the same time, a gallery space is visually inhabited as the walls begin to frame a series of 

street scenes, turning the city into pieces of art.
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The Rucellai’s New Face



+

+

Old Rucellai Meets Green Architecture of the 21st Century



Plan Section

Vertical
Section



The Narrow street forces one to view the façade in perspective. Therefore, the new façade exploits the use of 
perspective by changing its face every time you change direction.



Headquarters for the Shoe 
Designer





The Shoe Company:

Style -
highly decorated leather boots

Architectural Translation –
a typical leather structure with a simple colorful veneer



The Design Process; Exploration of the use of Leather

Structure/Tectonics:

Facades:

Folding and Fastening

Snakeskin  pattern



Program:

Floor 1 – Retail Store

Floor 2- Production/Design

Floor 2 mezzanine –
Production/Design

Floor 3- Administrative 
Offices

Floor 4 - Showroom

Roof Plan



Horizontal Section Vertical Section



Front Elevation Back Elevation



The snakeskin pattern is composed of a system of solids and voids; in which the 
interlocking striations allow light to penetrate, serving as windows
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Concert Hall/Music School



The Site : 155th & Broadway 



Site 
Documentation



The Zoetrope A zoetrope is a device that produces an illusion 
of action from a rapid succession of static 
pictures. It consists of a cylinder with slits cut 
vertically in the sides. Beneath the slits on the 
inner surface of the cylinder is a band which 
has either individual frames from a video/film 
or images from a set of sequenced drawings or 
photographs. As the cylinder spins the user 
looks through the slits at the pictures on the 
opposite side of the cylinder's interior. The 
scanning of the slits keeps the pictures from 
simply blurring together so that the user sees a 
rapid succession of images producing the 
illusion of motion, the equivalent of a motion 
picture.

The zoetrope is used to display a 
panoramic view of the surrounding 
area;  bringing the site to life.



Concept

The idea of motion and 
animation becomes a 

prominent theme for the 
building proposal. The 

zoetrope is a vehicle for 
movement and rhythm; 
making it an appropriate 
theme for a music hall.



Study Model

Final Model





Each floor is divided into 
public and student use. As 
each inhabitant travels up 
the ramps, the program  
switches to the opposite 
side as one reaches 
his/her destination. 

Program



Floor 1

Floor 2

Plans



Floor 3

Roof Plan



Sections



Elevations/Structure







The effects of light and shadow also play a 
role in the theme of animation. As the 

zoetrope moves, it creates a strobe effect 
of light and dark. Therefore, with each 

passing beam, patterns of light and 
shadow bring rhythm to the building.



Furthermore, volumes of 
light slice through the 

building, creating a 
series of skylights that 
animate the building 

within.
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